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NOTE: It requires an Internet connection. Controlling certain devices and features requires a compatible smart device. Controlling 
devices such as home appliances requires compatible smart plugs, devices and/or switches. Subscriptions may be required, and 
additional terms, conditions and/or charges may apply; they don’t depend on AVE S.p.A. AVE S.p.A. declines any responsibility 
regarding the internet connection because service’s supply isn’t its competence. AVE S.p.A. disclaims any responsibility related to the 
incorrect use of the AVE Cloud and AVE Connect services. We recommend to contact a professional in order to achieve a perfectly done 
system’s configuration. 
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AVE video intercom, a smart and stylish proposal with the 
System 44 solutions 

 
Perfectly integrated with home automation and burglar alarm, AVE video 

intercom is also innovative in design, thanks to S44 aesthetics and 
technologies, with which it combines to create revolutionary smart homes. 

 
Recently presented, the range dedicated to AVE video intercom has been designed to offer 
the best, both in terms of technology and style. Thanks to the aesthetic coordination with 
the AVE System 44 wiring accessories and front plates, the system possibilities expand, 
allowing you to create cutting-edge solutions, enhanced by all the AVE S44 innovations, 
including the advanced touch switches and the original concepts with toggles. 
 
In addition to the multiple integrations and smart features that make unique AVE video 
intercom system - such as AVE home automation and anti-intrusion supervision, IP 
camera monitoring and the ability to remotely answer calls via app - it also stands out for its 
aesthetic connotation, starting from the "Viva-Voce" Touch Screen, that is the largest 
video-intercom station in its category thanks to its 10" interactive display. Available with 
black front plate (Cod. TS10N-V) or in total white version (Cod. TS10B-V), its refined design 
with bi-material structure in aluminium and glass is an added value for installation 
opportunities. In fact, this device is capable of giving a touch of class within the environments 
in which it’s inserted, giving the home a modern and hyper-technological mood. The same 
of the innovative sliding front plates, an AVE patented system that allows the plate to slide on 
the power outlet ensuring greater safety (especially for children) when it isn’t in use. The same 
that distinguishes the touch switches, where the use of aluminum (Allumia Touch), glass 
(Vera Touch) - also available in Multi-Touch version (with up to six independent commands - 
and moulded (Young Touch) combines with the "Ave Touch" touch technology to give life to 
design objects that revolutionize the way in which the light is turned on and the connected 
automations are controlled. And it’s precisely on the basis of these concepts that AVE has also 
designed its outdoor video intercom range. Available in versions for single, two and four-family 
homes, the “Villa” design external units exhibit an aluminum and glass frame with 
Sensitive Touch front, while the “Vandal-proof” models are characterized by a robust and 
resistant metal structure. 
 
For maximum system flexibility, AVE video intercom system relies on the countless 
AVE System 44 solutions, which features different series of switches, sockets, thermostats, 
wiring accessories, and a wide range of front plates in metal (Zama 44), glass, wood, 
aluminium and Corian® (Vera 44), moulded (Young 44, Moulded 44) or customizable ones 
(Personal 44). In this way, you can satisfy every need and ensure perfect aesthetic 
coordination between the electrical system and the video intercom system. For those 
wishing to characterize their rooms with an original touch and high aesthetic value, the iconic 
AVE Style collections are also available, which reinterpret the ON/OFF toggle system 
combining it with front plates in glass, aluminium, Corian® (New Style 44) and wood (England 
Style 44). 
 
In addition to its technological innovation, AVE video intercom also stands out in 
aesthetics, thus increasing the opportunities for the installer, who has at his disposal a highly 
advanced and stylish system. Opportunities that further expand thanks to DOMINA Smart, 
the AVE home automation solution that combines the best of security and communication with 
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remote control and voice commands: all in one wide integrated IoT ready system, that is 
quick to install, simple to manage and to propose, a complete system for creating the latest 
generation buildings and smart homes. 
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